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About the Presenter 
 
Jim (James is far too formal) is a teacher 
and teacher trainer at McGinty School of 
English, Almeria. He considers himself an 
all-round teacher, having taught almost the 
whole spectrum of learners (VYLs - Adults) 
in numerous contexts. He is interested in 
professional development, action research 
and looking for new and innovative 
activities to use in the classroom. He holds 
the Cambridge Delta and intends to 
complete an MA in TESOL in the future.  
Jim can be contacted at: 
jim@mcgintyschool.com 
Find Jim’s Blog at: 
https://spongeelt.wordpress.com/  
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Interrupting Video Analysis  
Video 1: Dr. Evil speaking with Scotty (From Austin Powers)  1

Who is the dominant speaker? _____________________________________________________ 
How does Dr. Evil stop Scotty from speaking? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Apart from his voice, what does Dr. Evil use to stop Scotty from interrupting? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

 
Video 2: Donald Trump vs. Hillary Clinton debate  2

How does Donald Trump interrupt Hillary Clinton?  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Do you think this is appropriate? Why/Why not?  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Does Hillary Clinton stop Donald Trump from interrupting?  Yes / No 
What do you think Hillary Clinton could have done to stop Donald Trump from interrupting her?  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
  

1 Video taken from Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery, 1997  
2 Video taken from The First Presidential Debate: Donald Trump vs. Hillary Clinton, 2016  
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Interrupting Phrases Worksheet   3

Place the following phrases into their interrupting functions columns at the bottom of this page.  
 

 
 

 

Interrupting / Taking the floor  Preventing interruption / Holding 
the floor  

Returning to a topic  

I’d like to comment on that.  One sec.  Anyway,...  

3 Adapted from Keller & Warner, 1988: 9 
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Interrupting Conversation Cards 
Note for this task: Please use the interrupting, preventing interrupting and returning to topic phrases 
covered on the previous page.  
 

Speaker A: Talk for one minute about what you did 
last summer. Your partner will interrupt you at 
certain stages, however you should deal with this 
interruption and then continue speaking about your 
summer.  
Some ideas:  
Places you visited? 
Who you went with?  
Was it fun, boring, etc?  
Recommendations?  

Speaker B: Your partner will speak about their 
summer holiday. Interrupt them appropriately at 
certain stages, asking a question or commenting 
on something they have said.  

 

Speaker A: Talk for one minute about which 
sessions you plan on attending next at this 
conference and why. Your partner will interrupt you 
at certain stages, however you should deal with 
this interruption and then continue speaking about 
your plans.  
Some ideas:  
The session on… because…  
Your teaching context  
Your learners  

Speaker B: Your partner will speak about the 
sessions they plan on attending during the rest of 
this conference. Interrupt them appropriately at 
certain stages, asking a question or commenting 
on something they have said.  
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Draw my street - Task-completion activity  
For this activity, you will work with a partner. Your partner will describe the street that they live on, including 
houses, street signs, etc. You need to draw your partner’s street in the box below. If you don’t understand 
something your partner says, ask them some questions!  
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Other ideas 
Here is a list of some other ideas that help develop learners’ conversational skills and communicative 
competence.  

Devil’s advocate 
1. T boards a debate topic, e.g. Mobile phones should be banned at school.  
2. Teacher elicits and boards potential lexis, including agreement/ disagreement phrases, etc. from 

class  
3. Learners are grouped, given a point of view to argue for,  and then have time to discuss their 

opinions, make notes.  
4. Learners from different groups are paired - they discuss their points of view - T monitors.  
5. Feedback - look at what was said, who thought their partner was convincing, etc.  

Things to think about:  

● Topic needs to something learners are interested in - why not let them choose?  
● Language that learners will need?  
● Class size and level - how much support will then need?  
● The feedback - looking at syntactic and lexical errors or speaking sub-skills (was conversation 

natural? Did they interrupt appropriately? Was there communication breakdown? If so, how did they 
resolve it?)? 

Some topics:  

● Mobile phones should be banned at school.  
● Mixed Martial Arts should be banned.  
● Violent video games should not be allowed to be sold.  
● The minimum age for drinking should be raised (Older teens and adults). 
● Education should be free. 

The Hot Seat   4

1. One learner is brought to the front and begins to speak about something they have done recently.  
2. Learners from the class interrupt and ask a question related to the topic being spoken about.  
3. The learner responds to the the question, developing it as far as they feel necessary.  
4. Learners swap after a certain number of questions (usually between 3 - 6).  

Things to consider:  

● Level of learners 
● Great for topic management skills, but also great for interrupting and returning to a topic - will there 

be any language that the learners need.  

4 Taken from Richards, 2008:26 
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Complete the conversation  5
1. Learners are presented with a number of fillers and back-channel devices and a conversation.  
2. Learners use the fillers and back-channel phrases to complete the conversation to make it sound 

more natural (see example below).  
3. Learners practice the conversation.  

Things to consider:  

● When pre-teaching fillers and back-channel devices, get learners to view them with video.  
● Ensure that learners are aware of the functions of fillers (holding the floor/thinking time) and 

backchannel devices (showing comprehension/interest).  
● Consolidate this exercise by having learners write and record their own conversation.  

Task: Put the 
following words and 
phrases into the 
correct box.  

Fillers (You use these to give yourself time to think 
while talking) 

Back-channel devices (You use these to show your 
partner that you have understood what they are 
saying / are following the conversation)  

  

Complete the following conversation using some of the phrases from the above exercise. There is more 
than one correct answer. 

A: I’m going to Hawaii for my next vacation. 

B: ________________. 

A: Yeah, my parents are taking me there as a graduation present. 

B: ________________. And what do you plan to do there? 

A: ________ I guess I’ll spend a lot of time on the beach. 

B: ________________. 

A: _____, But I also want to do some snorkeling. 

B: ________________. 

5 Adapted from Richards, 2008: 26 
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Are you following me  6
1. Learners are presented with phrases used for checking understanding and getting speakers to 

repeat what was said.  
2. One learner is given a problem card (scripted problem) that they must read out to their partner, who 

then needs to solve the problem (without looking at the card). 
3. Learners use the phrases covered to either ask the person if they have understood or to get the 

speaker to repeat what they have said.  

Things to consider:  

● Language in scripted problems.  
● Complexity of problems. 
● Level and age of learners.  

Task: Put the following phrases into the correct box 

 

Repetition phrases, i.e. when you want the speaker 
to repeat something  

Checking phrases, i.e. when you want to check if 
the person you are speaking to has understood 
everything  

  

 

Problems (1 person on this page, another person on the next page)  

1) Start with 5, multiply by 4, divide that by 2, 
subtract 3, then multiply by 10, then take half of 
that. What do you get?  

2) Mr. Smith has 4 daughters. Each of his 
daughters has a brother. How many children does 
Mr. Smith have?  

 

6 Adapted from Keller & Werner, 1988: 81  
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3) A girl was ten on her last birthday, and will be 
twelve on her next birthday. How is this possible?  

4) Mr Brown was killed on Sunday afternoon. The 
wife said she was reading a book. The butler said 
he was taking a shower. The chef said he was 
making breakfast. The maid said she was folding 
clothes, and the gardener said he was planting 
tomatoes. Who did it?  
 

 

 

Extra resources 

Websites 
● One Stop English - http://www.onestopenglish.com/skills/speaking/lesson-plans/discussion/ 

● Cambridge World of Better Learning Blog - http://www.cambridge.org/elt/blog/ 

● Jack Richards - https://www.professorjackrichards.com/ 

Books  

● Conversation - Rob Nolasco and Lois Arthur  

● Conversation Gambits: Real English Conversation Practices - Eric Keller and Sylvia Werner 

● How to teach speaking - Scott Thornbury  

● Conversation: From description to pedagogy - Scott Thornbury and Diana Slade 

● Speaking - Martin Bygate  

● Teaching the spoken language - Gillian Brown & George Yule  

Research 

● ELT Research bites - http://www.eltresearchbites.com/ 
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